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The TD5SPY ENGINE MONITOR is
the best at taking you (and your

Landy) from A to B.



ABOUT THE TD5SPY

Plug the unit into the OBD2 port under the steering
wheel and the hard part is done! Install the app on your

ANDROID smartphone and start the app. The app
connects via bluetooth and begins monitoring.

ITS THAT SIMPLE

INSTALL & SETUP

The system primarily focuses on monitoring the engine
to keep you informed on its running status. Engine

parameters can be configured in the Settings page to
set up alerting for when things get out of range. 

 
Out of range parameters are displayed in orange or red
depending on severity. In addition, the unit speaks to

you to let you know what going wrong. 
 

So you can focus on the road and let the TD5SPY take
care of monitoring the engine performance., diesel

uage and consumption.
 
 
 

THE MONITOR

The leading TD5 engine monitoring
system out there. 

Hey ... it even speaks to you!

OUR HISTORY
I've owned a number of Land Rovers over the years and
it has been my passion to restore them to reliable
service.

My previous vehicle was a Defender 300TDI on which I
did my first engine rebuild. 

I then bought a Discovery 2 TD5 and did a full rebuild
on the engine.  Wanting to understand how well the
engine was running, and the prohibitive cost of existing
solutions, prompted me to implement my own.

I am thrilled to pass this cost effective solution on to
you. It may just save your engine one day!



TD5SPY DISPLAYS

To navigate between the difference screens,
click on the arrows on the top of the screen. 

EASY NAVIGATION

Cruise Monitor (sensor configurable)
Instrument Monitor
Fuelling Monitor
Trip Logs (X2)
Injector Balances
Fault Monitor
System Tests
System and Alert Settings

The TD5SPY has 8 pages that display:
 

INFORMATIVE PAGES

 

LOG UPLOADS
With the TD5SPY you can upload, view and

analyse your trip logs on our website at
www.td5spy.co.za

http://www.td5spy.co.za/

